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Comprehensive Curriculum of Basic
Skills, Grade PK
Choosing Good Health
The author shares her experience in homeschooling
eight children for fourteen years, and unique insights
added by her children shed light as to the value of
home-school education

Inside America's Christian Schools
Homeschooling 101
A gentle, imaginative introduction to the skills all
creative writers need. Breaking down the elements
that go into successful imaginative works, The
Creative Writer leads aspiring writers through the
skills needed to construct each. The assignments,
designed to make students more aware of language
and more confident in their own ingenuity, build on
each other until beginning creative writers have
successfully created their own stories, poems, and
essays. • Simple but innovative exercises encourage
young writers to strengthen their vocabulary and
become aware of the patterns of sentences • Legends
and folklore are used to teach point of view,
characterization, plotting, and other vital skills •
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Classic
poetry
serves as
a model
for the student’s
own original poems • Unlike most “how to write”
books, The Creative Writer is designed to be used in a
mentor/student relationship, with teaching, guidance,
and evaluation tips provided for the mentor or
teacher • Can be used as a complement to Writing
With Skill or on its own

McGraw-Hill Education Math Grade 7,
Second Edition
Parables from Nature
Provides advice on creating educational, creative
lessons in all subjects for homeschooled teenagers
based on personal learning styles and budgets,
including college and career guidance and driver's
education.

A School for Every Child
Science progrès la nature

Christodemocracy and the Alternative
Democratic Theory of America’s
Christian Right
The Quick Home School Starter Guide lists questions
and answers for families that are making or
considering a transition to home education
themselves. It includes information on: Law
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Philosophies
Evaluation
Disabilities and Health Support Materials Postsecondary Socialization Support Organizations
Reasons to Homeschool Perks and Costs The Tough
Questions Dad's Point of View Resource Links

Introductory Logic
America's market economy--a heritage to cherish and
the key to tomorrow's prosperity--is the unifying
theme of Economics: Work and Prosperity.
Contrasting the free enterprise system to the system
that kills the goose that laid the golden eggs, the
author takes the cheerful view that the market
economy can continue to produce abundantly for
years if people will learn to understand it and care for
it properly. This enlightening text will help students
become informed citizens, able to make wise
decisions about the crucial area of economics.

The Creative Writer, Level One: Five
Finger Exercise (The Creative Writer)
Learn to Read: A Magical Site Words and Phonics
Activity Book This book is perfect for kids of all ages
who want to learn to read and write in a fun and
magical way! The book contains over 40 sight words
that kids learn through the image of the word as
opposed to sounding letters out. These words make
up almost half of most children's books which results
in a much easier experience learning other words. It
also includes word recognition drills along with fun
puzzles and games using magical creatures like
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unicorns,
mermaids
and
dinosaurs.
The Book
Contains: Premium matte cover design Printed on
high quality 60# interior stock Perfectly sized at 8.5"
x 11"

Australian Books in Print
The Little Linebacker
The first half of the second edition of Precalculus: An
Investigation of Functions. This is an open textbook,
available free online. This first portion of the book
(Chapters 1-4) is an investigation of functions,
exploring the graphical behavior of, interpretation of,
and solutions to problems involving linear,
polynomial, rational, exponential, and logarithmic
functions. An emphasis is placed on modeling and
interpretation, as well as the important characteristics
needed in calculus.

Health in Christian Perspective
So you've decided to homeschool but don't know
where to start? Don't worry, Homeschooling 101
offers you a step by step practical guide that will help
you get started and continue on in your
homeschooling journey. Erica will walk you through all
of the aspects of getting started, choosing and
gathering curriculum, creating effective lesson plans,
scheduling your day, organizing your home, staying
the course and more! This book is a must read for
new homeschoolers who need tangible advice for
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helpful homeschool
forms, and a FREE planner! Erica is a Christian, wife,
and a homeschooler. She is author of the top
homschooling website:
www.confessionsofahomeschooler.com

God's Schools
The transition from homeschooling children to
preparing them for success in college deserves both
planning and preparation. As the parent of a
homeschooler, you have many issues to consider
besides academic excellence.

Language Arts, Grade K
The LIFEPAC Language Arts complete set contains all
10 student workbooks for a full year of study plus the
comprehensive Teacher's Guide.

Learn to Read
Presents a collection of discovery activities that focus
on the scientific process relating to earth sciences.

180 Days of Science for First Grade
50 pages of grammar practice on topics such as:
parts of speech, capitalization, punctuation, subjectverb agreement, run-on sentences, and lots more.

The genesis flood
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Science progrès découverte
Homeschoolers' College Admissions
Handbook
Designed by experts in education, a workbook
features full-color illustrations to guide children stepby-step through a variety of developmentally
appropriate activities in phonics, reading, reading
comprehension, language arts, writing, and math.

The Big Book of Home Learning : Getting
Started
Contains instructions for more than fifty experiments
that children can perform using common items found
in the kitchen.--

The Homeschool Planner
The Handbook of Alternative Education
All the Math Your 7th Grader Needs to Succeed This
book will help your elementary school student
develop the math skills needed to succeed in the
classroom and on standardized tests. The userfriendly, full-color pages are filled to the brim with
engaging activities for maximum educational value.
The book includes easy-to-follow instructions, helpful
examples, and tons of practice problems to help
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master
each concept,
sharpen their problemsolving skills, and build confidence. Features include:
• A guide that outlines national standards for Grade 7
• Concise lessons combined with lot of practice that
promote better scores—in class and on achievement
tests • A pretest to help identify areas where students
need more work • End-of-chapter tests to measure
students’ progress • A helpful glossary of key terms
used in the book • More than 1,000 math problems
with answers Topics covered: • Mathematical
operations and number properties • Negative
numbers and absolute value • Solving problems with
rational numbers • Ratios and proportions • Percent
and percent change • Graphing relationships and unit
rates • Roots and exponents • Scientific notation •
Solving equations and inequalities • Customary and
metric units of measure, including conversions • Data
presentation • Statistics and probability •
Constructing and analyzing geometric figures •
Solving problems involving angle measure, area,
surface area, and volume

Hands-On Earth Science Activities For
Grades K-6
The Grammar and Language Workbook offers
sequential language instruction along with extensive
drill and practice in grammar, usage, and mechanics.
This important tool includes a handbook as well as
vocabulary, spelling, and composition lessons.

Easy Grammar Ultimate Series: 180 Daily
Teaching Lessons Grade 11
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Written from a thoroughly Christian perspective, this
interesting, practical text addresses the health care
issues that concern young adults today. Health
discusses the various body systems in the field of
health care that most directly involves them.
Therefore, as students read about nutrition, growth,
and development, they learn about the digestive and
endocrine systems. The section on fitness includes
the skeletal, muscular, cardiovascular, and
respiratory; the section on mental health, the nervous
system. This integral approach helps students better
understand their bodies and determine the steps
needed to attain and maintain good health. Other
important chapters include information on safety, first
aid, drug abuse, and interpersonal relationships.
Students and teachers alike are sure to appreciate
the colorful photographs, illustrations, and
diagrams--including an atlas of the body systems--as
well as the study questions for comprehension,
application, and review. - Publisher.

Exploring Creation with Physics
Melinda Wagner goes beyond this stereotype to
portray the way these schools foster American
popular culture and "professional education culture"
as well as "Christian culture." In her participant
observation study of a variety of Christian schools
(sponsored by fundamentalist, evangelical, new
charismatic, Holiness, and Pentecostal Christians),
Wagner describes and interprets how such
compromises are made.
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Exercises in Critical Thinking
Economics
This text considers issues in alternative education. It
looks at the issues from teaching, learning and
research perspectives.

Christian Home Educators' Curriculum
Manual
Reproducible 180 daily teaching lessons; 10 minute
lessons Materials presented in an easy, step-by-step
approach Concepts build upon themselves

Homeschooling
Supplement your science curriculum with 180 days of
daily practice! This invaluable classroom resource
provides teachers with weekly science units that build
students' content-area literacy, and are easy to
incorporate into the classroom. Students will analyze
and evaluate scientific data and scenarios, improve
their understanding of science and engineering
practices, answer constructed-response questions,
and increase their higher-order thinking skills. Each
week covers a particular topic within one of three
science strands: life science, physical science, and
Earth and space science. Aligned to Next Generation
Science Standards (NGSS) and state standards, this
resource includes digital materials. Provide students
with the skills they need to think like scientists with
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God created man with the ability to reason. He did
this so that we could communicate with each other
and so that we could obey him. Reason allows us to
form rational statements and understand the
statements of others. It allows us, for example, to
take universal statements such as "God has
commanded all men everywhere to repent," and
apply them, first to ourselves, and then to our
neighbor. Without the ability to reason, we would be
unable to talk, preach, read, or follow God's
commands. - Introduction.

Precalculus 1
Spectrum Language Arts encourages creativity and
builds confidence by making writing fun! The four-part
lessons, perfect for students in kindergarten,
strengthen writing skills by focusing on the parts of
speech, word usage, sentence structure and more! A
Writer's Handbook can be found at the end of the
workbook and offers helpful writing tips. It features
easy-to-understand directions, is aligned to national
and state standards, and also includes a complete
answer key. Today, more than ever, students need to
be equipped with the essential skills they need for
school achievement and for success on proficiency
tests. The Spectrum series has been designed to
prepare students with these skills and to enhance
student achievement. Developed by experts in the
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of education,
eachEdition
title in the
Spectrum
workbook series offers grade-appropriate instruction
and reinforcement in an effective sequence for
learning success. Perfect for use at home or in school,
and a favorite of parents, homeschoolers, and
teachers worldwide, Spectrum is the learning partner
students need for complete achievement.

The Science Kit
Besides Granny and Hiram, a small dog named
Blackie is the best friend Jimmy has at Land's End.
Hiram tells a fascinating story about a pirate called
Pegleg, and before long, everyone is scrambling for
hidden treasure. But then there's trouble--Blackie
mysteriously disappears, and Jimmy is determined to
find him. When the other children join forces to help
Jimmy, they discover that Blackie's trail crosses
another treasure hunter's trail. What does the man
want with Blackie? How is Blackie connected to the
treasure? Will the trail lead to treasure or to danger?
Book jacket.

Homeschooling All the Way Through High
School
This book evaluates the democratic theory of
America’s Christian Right (CR). The CR has been
examined extensively in academic literature.
However, most analyses focus on its origins, policy
preferences, or successful mobilization. Hudson
instead examines the normative assumptions about
governance that inform CR activism. The CR has its
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own Grade
answers
the core
questions
asked in
democratic theory, such as “What legitimizes power?”
and “What is the proper relationship between the
state and the individual?” The author outlines ten
normative assumptions of the CR and compares each
to its counterpoint in liberal democratic theory. Much
of what the CR believes about democracy comes from
the same authors as modern and postmodern
democratic theory but differs in its interpretation and
application. The book describes in detail the theory of
CR and demonstrates how the CR operates from a
different view of governance than is usually
associated with the United States.

Knowing God
Scholastic Success With Grammar Grade
5
Public and private school choice options are examined
in this work for parents and educators. An
introductory chapter examines the concept of school
choice. Chapters on different kinds of public and
private choices describe educational, financial, and
organizational elements of magnet schools, charter
schools, public alternative schools, independent
private schools, Catholic and Christian schools, and
homeschools. A final chapter shows what to look for in
choosing a school. Harris teaches at Stephen F. Austin
State University, and has experience in the public
schools as a teacher and administrator. Lowery is
professor and director of PK-12 administrator
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preparation
the University
Texas-Arlington and a
former member of the Texas State Board of
Education. Annotation copyrighted by Book News,
Inc., Portland, OR.

The Treasure of Pelican Cove
Stephen is a little kid with big dreams of playing
football. The odds are against him when he is tested
and faced with challenges. This is a story of a boy
who worked hard to defy the odds and become a
leader.

Glencoe Language Arts, Grade 7,
Grammar and Language Workbook
For over 40 years, J. I. Packer's classic has been an
important tool to help Christians around the world
discover the wonder, the glory and the joy of knowing
God. Explaining both who God is and how we can
relate to him, this thought-provoking work seeks to
transform and enrich the Christian understanding of
God. Ebook edition includes both Knowing God and
the Knowing God Study Guide.

Shurley English
Cathy Duffy draws upon her many years of home
education experience, both in teaching and
researching curriculum, to bring us the most thorough
and useful book available on teaching teenagers at
home.
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The Quick Home School Starter Guide: A
Question and Answer Collection
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